Nice view

All SEACAM
viewfinders
Our xxtremely bright SEACAM viewfinders make precise focusing, accurate depth-of-field control and optimal framing easier
than ever. Together with outstanding specialists from the optical industry, these viewfinders were developed for the needs
under water. Despite the diving mask, special optics show you a clear and up to 3x enlarged viewfinder image and make image
composition much easier. All viewfinders are quick and easy to remove for transport, hermetically sealed and very easy to
change without any tools needed.

SEACAM S45 Sportsfinder

45° VIEWING ANGLE
ROTATABLE IN 360°
100% FIELD OF VIEW WITH 3X MAGNIFICATION

The SEACAM S45 sports viewfinder has been a pioneering development in uw-photography since its launch and has
become an invaluable asset when it comes to smooth work and easy handling. Whether macro or wide-angle: Environmentally friendly and ergonomic photography is easier than ever thanks to the 45° viewfinder.

In this viewfinder you can see all the image data on the edges and the smooth rotation with 4 click-stop positions on
the housing enables a quick change from landscape to portrait format.

SEACAM S 180 Viewfinder

HORIZONTAL VIEW AT 180°
100% FIELD OF VIEW WITH 3X MAGNIFICATION
ROTATABLE FROM HORIZONTAL TO VERTICAL

The SEACAM S180 sportsfinder has a straight viewing angle and is bright and brilliant like the S45. With a 3x image
magnification, this viewfinder is ideal for quick and precise
aiming. This viewfinder can also be rotated and can therefore be positioned almost perfectly in the optical axis of
the camera.

SEACAM S S10 Viewfinder

10° VIEWING ANGLE
LIGHTWEIGHT
ROTATABILITY FROM HORIZONTAL TO VERTICAL

With an extremely bright and clear viewfinder image, the
S10 viewfinder enables optimal image composition. The 10°
viewfinder is angled upwards and guarantees fast object
detection as well as environmentally friendly shooting.
Particularly impressive is the small design and the low
weight of only 400g.

SEACAM G PRO Galilei Viewfinder

GALILEI OPTICS
CRYSTAL CLEAR VIEWFINDER
100% FIELD OF VIEW WITH APPROX. 75% REDUCTION

The smallest viewfinder in our range has a precisely adjusted Galilei optics with a brilliant perspective. The SEACAM
G PRO viewfinder reduces the viewfinder image a bit, but
still shows the entire image and the reflected data despite
the diving mask – perfect for fast-moving action motifs and
in the areas of video and film.

